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Smooth gel auto-eyeliner pencil 

with endurable waterproof against sweat and moisture





 









      

 





     

 



Weak acidic hydro-foaming cleanser  
with 8 tea extracts 

Take a liberal amount of cleanser on damp palms. 

Mix water and work to create a rich lather. (Use 

foaming maker or net for dense lather.) 

Gently massage it over the entire face, avoiding eye 

area. 

Rinse thoroughly with lukewarm water, and ensure 

leaving no residue on face. 

Weak acidic hydro-foaming cleanser 

Naturally derived surfactants 



     



After using 8 Tea Toner, take few pumps of the contents, 
then smooth it outward over the face. 

Fresh fluid formula with quenching moisture 
 



-Lift the seal to remove a cleansing pad. 
 -Unfold it completely and pad over the lip and eye 
area  until all dirt and makeup is removed. 
 -Reseal package after each use to keep pads fresh.

Easy to Carry 

 





     





Sparkling glitter with various light-catching pigments 
 

Water-infused gel base gives hydrating daub 
 

Quick to fix without messy fallouts 
 

Ultra-fine brush to easily control pickup amount 

 

Thwip! A buildable glitter eye shadow  
with high-impact pearls 





Perfect Coverage Like a Filter 

Long-wear and High-adhesion

Makes Glowing, Luminous Skin

SPF50+ PA+++, Effective for whitening and anti-

wrinkle 

 

BB Cream that helps you get flawless skin  

that elegantly shines by giving complete coverage





Take an appropriate amount with the mascara brush and 
move it from side to side along the texture of the eyelashes and 
lift it up. 

Fibres which attach to natural lashes to create long lash    
effect 

Create dramatic C curl

Powerful waterproof mascara 

 
Lengthening and curling, waterprooof mascara  

that gives a long lash effect as if the eyelashes were extended 
 

 

 





Get a proper amount of the product on a lip applicator and 

apply it on your lips thoroughly  

Long-lasting wear featuring intensely vivid colors 

Exactly the color you want! Get vivid, vibrant color 

A Powerful Waterproof Effect 

Get an amazing long-lasting color from a thin coat of Lip 

Lock 

 

Wonderlasting Liquid Lip Lacquer makes your lips  
stand out bold and noticeable  

by creating matt lips without making your lips dry out. 




